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Cleaning:
Wipe with facility 
approved disinfectant
between patients
Do not launder

SUPINE TO SITTING

Attach Bed Ladder to the patient's bed frame:
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 Have patient use Bed Ladder to pull themselves up into a sitting position:
NOTE:  Bed rails are down in pictures in order to show maneuvers.  Please adhere to your hospital policy regarding bed rail safety.

Pull pronged end of 
clip through one 
strap and repeat 
with the other strap.

Push the end straps 

through the opening 

of the bed frame.  

Pull straps up and 

over the outside of 

the openings.

Ensure that the 

pronged end of the 

clip is going through 

BOTH end straps.

Connect the pronged 
end of clip with the 

open end of clip so 
that clip attachment 

is clasped shut.
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Have patient repeat the process 

with the other leg.

LIFTING LEGS BACK ONTO BED
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Have patient place one foot 

into both loops of Bed Ladder.

Bed Ladder can be used to raise 

foot and swing it up onto the bed.
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SITTING UP ON EXAM TABLE

Place the loops of the Bed Ladder 

around the patient’s feet

Have patient use Bed Ladder to pull up to 

an upright sitting position
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Disclaimer

1.  Discontinue use if loose stitching or tears are visible

2.  DO NOT leave patient unattended with a Bed Ladder

3.  When using Bed Ladder, rails should be in the up position

Bed Ladder can also be used to 

help patient get into a vehicle.
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